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362 J. Fiur�a�sek, J. Pe�rinaIn this paper we present an analysis of asymmetric Raman coupler composed of twowaveguides. Stimulated Raman or Brillouin scattering with strong classical pumping oflaser mode is assumed in �rst waveguide. This assumption allows us to linearize equa-tions of motion for creation and annihilation operators and �nd their analytic solution.Stokes or anti-Stokes modes can interact with their counterparts in the second waveg-uide, which are injected as the inputs. For simpli�cation we set anti-Stokes couplingconstant �A = 0 or Stokes coupling constant �S = 0 and analyze inuence of Stokesand anti-Stokes coupling separately.General discussion of such type of couplers has been given in [5]. Authors restrictthemselves to the case, when phase matching conditions were ful�lled. In this paper weanalyze inuence of phase mismatch on the dynamics of coupler. We obtain a strongdependence on the values of various phase mismatches. We also give some furtheranalysis of phase matching case.2. Equations of motionWe consider asymmetric nonlinear coupler schematically illustrated in Fig .1. Thiscoupler can be described with the use of the momentum operator Ĝ in the formĜ = Xj=S1;A1;V1 �hkj âyj âj + [�h~gA1 âL1âV1 âyA1 + �h~gS1 âL1âyV1 âyS1 + h:c:]+ Xj=S2;A2 �hkj âyj âj + [�h�S âS1 âyS2 + �h�AâA1 âyA2 + h:c:] (1)where âS1; âA1; âS2; âA2; âL1; âV1 (âyS1; âyA1; âyS2; âyA2; âyL1; âyV1) are annihila-tion (creation) operators of Stokes and anti-Stokes modes in the �rst and the secondwaveguides and laser and vibration modes in the �rst waveguide. Phenomenologicalconstants ~gS1; ~gA1 describe nonlinear Stokes and anti-Stokes interaction in the �rstwaveguide and �S ; �A characterize linear coupling of Stokes and anti-Stokes modes inboth waveguides.Equations of motion can be obtained from Heisenberg equation i�hdâdz = [Ĝ; â] .Symbol [,] represents commutator. Assuming strong classical pumping in laser modewe can replace operator âL1 with the complex amplitude âL1 ! �L1eikL1z and introducenew constants gS1 = ~gS1�L1, gA1 = ~gA1�L1. We will work in the interaction pictureintroducing new operators Âj = âj exp (�ikjz), j = S1; A1; V1; S2; A2. Equations ofmotion have the formdÂS1dz = igS1ei�kS1zÂyV1 + i��Se�i�KSzÂS2 ;dÂA1dz = igA1ei�kA1zÂV1 + i��Ae�i�KAzÂA2 ;dÂV1dz = igS1ei�kS1zÂyS1 + ig�A1e�i�kA1zÂA1 ;



Raman and Brillouin couplers with phase mismatch 363dÂS2dz = i�Sei�KSzÂS1 ;dÂA2dz = i�Aei�KAzÂA1 ; (2)where �kS1 = kL1 � kV 1 � kS1 ;�kA1 = kL1 + kV 1 � kA1 ;�KS = kS1 � kS2 ;�KA =kA1 � kA2 are phase mismatch vectors.
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��6?6? ssss �A�S A1A2S1 S2 s� �sgS1 gA1L1V1 Fig. 1. Scheme of the quantum nonlinear coupler formedfrom two waveguides. Raman or Brillouin processes takeplace in the �rst waveguide. L1; S1; A1; V1 denote laserpump, Stokes, anti-Stokes and vibration modes in the �rstwaveguide. gS1 and gA1 are Stokes and anti-Stokes nonlin-ear coupling constants. Stokes or (and) anti-Stokes modesare linearly coupled with their counterparts S2; A2 in thesecond waveguide. �S and �A are corresponding linearStokes and anti-Stokes coupling constants.We start with the assumption �A = 0, which reduces number of modes from 5 to4, only Stokes mode S2 in the second waveguide is of importance. Similar analysiscan be done in the case �S = 0 so we can restrict description of solution to the abovementioned case. We can transform (2) into the system of linear di�erential equationswith constant coe�cients expressing Âj by means of new operatorsÂS1(z) = B̂S1(z)e i2 (�kS1+�kA1��KS)z ;ÂA1(z) = B̂A1(z)e i2 (�kS1+�kA1+�KS)z ;ÂV1(z) = B̂A1(z)e i2 (�kS1��kA1+�KS)z ;ÂS2(z) = B̂A1(z)e i2 (�kS1+�kA1+�KS)z : (3)Equations for B̂j written in matrix form areddz B̂ =MB̂ : (4)The de�nitions of the matrix M and the vector B̂ are followingM = 0BB@ i2�S1;A1;�S 0 �ig�S1 �i�s0 � i2�S1;A1;S igA1 0igS1 ig�A1 � i2�S1;�A1;S 0�i��S 0 0 i2�S1;A1;S 1CCA ; B̂ = 0BB@ B̂yS1B̂A1B̂V 1B̂yS2 1CCA :Symbols �S1;�A1;�S = �kS1 ��kA1 ��KS are used for abbreviation.We have to �nd eigenvalues �j of the matrixM to solve the system (4). For detaileddescription of the solution, see [11]. M is 4� 4 matrix and its characteristic polynomis of the fourth order. We can �nd its roots �j analytically using Cardan formulae andtherefore we are able (after backward transformation (3)) to write down an analyticalsolution of (2). This is rather boring and is not explicitly done here.



364 J. Fiur�a�sek, J. Pe�rina3. Phase matching caseWe focus ourselves now to the situation, when all the mismatches are zero. All diag-onal elements of M vanish. Characteristic equation leads to the biquadratic equation.A) �A = 0. The eigenvalues are�j = � h12 ��(jgA1 j2 � jgS1 j2 + j�S j2)�p(jgA1 j2 � jgS1 j2 + j�S j2)2 � 4j�S j2jgA1 j2�i 12 :(5)All four combinations of signs are possible. The expression under the symbol of thesquare root plays a key role. Its sign determines the behaviour of the coupler. Thereare two possible situations: either all four roots are purely imaginary and we obtainoscillating solution, either they have nonzero real part and we obtain exponentiallyampli�ed solution. We �nd three di�erent regions for di�erent values of j�S j1. j�S j < jjgA1 j�jgS1 jj { linear coupling is too small to change completely behaviourof scattering, the dynamics of the coupler is similar as for j�S j = 0. We haveoscillating solution for jgA1 j > jgS1 j and exponential increase for jgA1 j < jgS1 j.2. jjgA1 j�jgS1 jj < j�S j < jgA1 j+ jgS1 j { linear coupling induces exponential increase.The above mentioned expression has negative value in this interval and its squareroot is purely imaginary. The four eigenvalues have the form �j = ��R� i�I withnonzero real parts.3. jgA1 j + jgS1 j < j�S j { the behaviour is changing again. Strong linear Stokescoupling induces oscillations despite of the rate jgA1 j : jgS1 j. All the eigenvaluesare purely imaginary.The same approach can be used in the case �S = 0. We receive the matrix M insimilar form as before but small changes induce strong di�erences. The eigenvalues canbe expressed as�j = � h12 ��(jgA1 j2 � jgS1 j2 + j�Aj2)�p(jgA1 j2 � jgS1 j2 + j�Aj2)2 + 4j�Aj2jgS1 j2�i 12 :(6)The sign in the expression under the symbol of the square root has changed from � to+. This means that two eigenvalues are real (one positive and the other negative) andthe remaining two are purely imaginary. The positive real �1 (both signs + in (6)) leadsto exponential increase for all nonzero values of j�Aj. The limit value for j�Aj ! 1 is�1 = jgS1 j.Phase mismatches generally reduce corresponding processes, lead to faster oscil-lations in spatial evolution and can change exponentially increasing character of thesolution to oscillating. Their inuence will be discussed below in detail.



Raman and Brillouin couplers with phase mismatch 3654. Photon statistics, factorial moments and squeezing of vacuumuctuationsTo describe quantum statistical properties of the optical and phonon �elds we usenormal characteristic function, which is generating function of the normal ordered mo-ments of any order. We work within the framework of the generalized superposition ofcoherent �elds and quantum noise with normal characteristic function in the GaussianformCN (f�jg; z) = exp8<:Xj ��Bj(z)j�j j2 +�12Cj(z)��j 2 + c.c.�� (7)+ Xj Xk>j �Djk(z)��j ��k + �Djk(z)�j��k + c.c.�+Xj ��j��j (z)� c.c.�9=; :Here �j(z) = hÂj(z)i are corresponding complex amplitudes and a de�nition of param-eters is Bi(z) = h�Âyi�Âii; Dij(z) = h�Âi�ÂjiCi(z) = h�Âi�Âii; �Dij(z) = �h�Âyi�Âji : (8)We are interested in the possibility of generation of nonclassical states of light in-cluding sub-Poissonian statistics, negative reduced factorial moments or squeezing ofvacuum uctuations. As discussed in [5], these e�ects do not occur in single modesassuming classical input light. Thus we mostly analyze compound modes, composedof two single modes. Corresponding number operator is n̂ij = Âyi Âi + ÂyjÂj and theintegrated intensity Wij = hf�kgjn̂ij jf�kgi where jf�kgi is the coherent state.. Theequations of motion have the form predicting that for any compound mode Dij(z) = 0or �Dij(z) = 0 which simpli�es our calculations. These special cases are discussed in [4].We introduce normal generating function and formulae for evaluation of photonprobability distribution and factorial moments of k-th order [4]:C(Wij )N (�; z) = * 2Yk=1 11 + ��k exp � 2Xk=1 A0k1 + ��k!+ ;p(n; z) = *exp � 2Xk=1 A0k1 + ��k! nXl=0 �l1�n�l2l!(n� l)! (1 + �1)�(l+1)� (1 + �2)l�(n+1) L0l � �A01�1(1 + �1)�L0n�l� �A02�2(1 + �2)�� ;hW ki = * kXl=0 �kl ��l1�k�l2 L0l ��A01�1 �L0k�l��A02�2 �+ : (9)



366 J. Fiur�a�sek, J. Pe�rinaStatistical properties of the �elds are described by the superpositions of the coherentsignals A0k and noises �k (they are completely di�erent from the eigenvalues in previousdiscussion).Quadrature components (in the interaction picture) are q̂ij = Âi + Âj + Âyi + Âyjand p̂ij = �i(Âi + Âj � Âyi � Âyj). Their variances are [3]h(�q̂̂p)2i = 2�1 +Bi(z) +Bj(z)� 2Re[ �Dij(z)]�Re[Ci(z) + Cj(z) + 2Dij(z)]	and the principal squeezing variance � is�ij(z) = 2�1 +Bi(z) +Bj(z)� 2Re[ �Dij(z)]� jCi(z) + Cj(z) + 2Dij(z)j	 :Squeezing of vacuum uctuations occurs for �ij < 2. We can also de�ne uncertaintyproduct uij(z) = h(�p̂ij)2ih(�q̂ij)2i ; satisfying the inequality uij(z) � 4 (an analogueof the Heisenberg relations of uncertainty).5. Discussion of resultsIn this part we give a discussion of the inuence of various phase mismatches onthe generation of nonclassical states of light. We assume stimulated Brillouin (phononmode in coherent state) or Raman (phonon mode in chaotic state) scattering. Weassume coherent state or vacuum state in all input optical �elds. Initial phases ofthe modes are important for generation of nonclassical states of light. If their phasedi�erences are suitably chosen the e�ciency of the generation is maximized.Let us �rst remark that only oscillating behaviour of the solution is suitable forour purposes. Exponential ampli�cation does not lead to any nonclassical states oflight for longer z. Therefore the anti-Stokes linear coupling �A negatively inuencessuch generation and should be eliminated. This can be done with the help of the anti-Stokes linear phase mismatch �KA, which reects slightly di�erent dispersion in bothwaveguides.Stokes linear coupling constant �S can support generation of nonclassical light asdiscussed in [5]. Our analytic results in section 3 reveal that this is true only forsu�ciently high values of �S . There exists a region of its values causing exponentialincrease giving no possibility to obtain nonclassical light in the output.Various phase mismatches generally reduce corresponding interaction, e.g. �kS1nonlinear Stokes interaction and �KS linear Stokes coupling between both waveguides.There are generally three regions of their values.1. Phase mismatch is much smaller than the appropriate coupling constant. Theinuence of phase mismatch is small, spatial developement is similar to phasematching case, induced oscillations have long period.2. Phase mismatch has a value compared to appropriate coupling constant. Thebehaviour of the process is strongly changing. Faster oscillations appear.



Raman and Brillouin couplers with phase mismatch 3673. Phase mismatch is much greater than coupling constant. This leads to e�ectivesuppression of inuenced process, spatial development is similar to the case whenappropriate coupling constant equals zero, and it is modulated with fast oscilla-tions of small amplitude.Given division is just qualitative and without sharp boundaries. Generally phase mis-matches lead to decrease of the nonclassical character of the generated light. Someexceptions however exist. Phase mismatch can compensate wrong phases. From thepoint of view of equations (2) phase mismatch leads to spatial change of the phase of thecorresponding coupling constant. Thus intervals suitable for generation of nonclassicalstates of light can appear followed with the intervals destroying this character again.Phase mismatches can also suppress e�ects not suitable for nonclassical light generationsuch as in the case of non-zero �A.We restrict our analysis to light modes though statistics of compound photon-phononmodes can also be studied and interesting results can be obtained. Initial statistics ofcompound modes composed of two Stokes or two anti-Stokes modes are mostly con-served and change from Poissonian to slightly super-Poissonian due to linear couplingbetween those modes. So we restrict ourselves to modes composed of Stokes and anti-Stokes modes.Inuence of linear Stokes phase mismatch �KSConsidering con�guration with Stokes linear coupling, nonclassical light with negativereduced factorial moments can be reached in compound modes (S1; A1) and (S2; A1)for jgA1 j > jgS1 j and Brillouin scattering. Phase mismatch �KS makes the intervalsof negative factorial moments shorter and intervals of higher positive values occur incomparison with phase matching case. This is shown in Fig. 2.The behaviour of the system changes rapidly with the further increase of �KS. Itshigh values destroy linear coupling and also the generation of nonclassical light in theabove mentioned compound modes. Reduced factorial moments are positive, modu-lated with fast oscillations as Fig. 3 shows.Inuence of nonlinear Stokes phase mismatch �kS1Nonlinear mismatch reduces Stokes process and decreases an ability of generation ofthe light with sub-Poissonian statistics. Reduced factorial moments increase but af-ter that they start to decrease and reach zero value and start to increase again. Thisrepresents changes from coherent light (Poissonian) to super-Poissonian and back tocoherent state. Process repeats periodically, see Fig .4a.Phase mismatch can support generation of squeezed light in modes (S1; A1) and(S2; A1). For mode (S2; A1) the minimal value of � is 1, which is 50% decrease. Fig. 4billustrates this situation. Uncertainty product is also plotted there. Its increase andreturn to starting value corresponds with increase of noise and the following return tothe coherent state (compare Figs. 4a and 4b).Inuence of linear anti-Stokes phase mismatch �KAIts possible inuence was mentioned before. Anti-Stokes linear coupling suppressespossibility of generation of nonclassical light. Mismatch �KA can switch o� this cou-
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Fig. 2. Reduced factorial moments of the integrated intensity hW k(z)i=hW ik � 1 for k =2 (�); k = 3 (�); k = 4 (2) and k = 5 (4) for mode (S2; A1); gS1 = 1; gA1 = 2; �S =�10; �S1 = 2; �S2 = 2; �V1 = 1; �KS = 10; and the other parameters are zero.

Fig. 3. Second (�) and third (�) reduced factorial moments for mode (S1; A1); gA1 = 3; �S =6i; �KS = 50 and the other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.pling and can improve the conditions for nonclassical light generation. Fig. 5 shows itexplicitly.Here we have to mention that analyzed con�guration includes all �ve modes if �S 6= 0and �A 6= 0. Transformation (3) can be still used, but now we have �ve independentvariables, matrixM has 5 lines and columns and we have to �nd its eigenvalues numer-ically. In more general con�gurations including Raman scattering in both waveguideswe cannot write down a transformation similar to (3) and we have to solve di�erentialequations with varying coe�cients. Generally we have to use numerical calculations
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Fig. 4 (a) Reduced moments of the integrated intensity hW k(z)i=hW ik � 1 for k = 2 (�); k =3 (2) and k = 4 (4) and the integrated intensity W (�) for mode (S2; A1), (b) quadraturevariances h(�p̂(z))2i (4); h(�q̂(z))2i (2), principal squeeze variance �(z) (�) and uncertaintyproduct u(z) (3) for mode (S2; A1); �V1 = 0; nV1 = 0:1; �KS = 0; �kS1 = 10 and the otherparameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
Fig. 5. Second reduced factorial moments formode (S1; A1) for �KA = 0 (�) and �KA =150 (�); gS1 = 1; gA1 = 2; �S = �10; �A =10; �S1 = 1; �S2 = 1; �V1 = 1 and the otherparameters are zero. Fig. 6. Second reduced factorial moment formode (S1; A1); �kS1 = 25; �kA1 = �20;�KS = 10 and the other parameters are thesame as in Fig. 2.but some analytical results can be found. But this is beyond the scope of this paper.Inuence of nonlinear anti-Stokes phase mismatch �kA1Its inuence is comparable with Stokes nonlinear mismatch �kS1 . With its increaseanti-Stokes interaction is strongly suppressed. Statistics of all modes are Poissonian orsuper-Poissonian and fast oscillations appear.Stokes and anti-Stokes nonlinear mismatches can partially compensate each other.If condition �kS1 +�kA1 = 0 is ful�lled, only one of four diagonal elements of matrixM is nonzero (� i2 (�kS1 � �kA1)) and remaining three elements are zero. For smallabsolute values of mismatches this compensation can be e�ective, but with their increasenonlinear scattering is weakened and initial states of light �elds are conserved. Anexample is given in Fig. 6. Linear Stokes mismatch is also included to demonstrate



370 J. Fiur�a�sek, J. Pe�rinasome general case. Fast oscillations are induced by �KS , �kS1 + �kA1 = 5 so theabove mentioned compensation takes place.6. ConclusionsWe have investigated nonlinear asymmetric coupler composed of two waveguides.Raman scattering is active in the �rst waveguide and Stokes and anti-Stokes modesof both waveguides are linearly coupled by evanescent waves. We have performed thelinearization of equations of motion assuming strong coherent pumping of laser modein the �rst waveguide. We have included various phase mismatches. The descriptionof analytic solution in the case �A = 0 or �S = 0 was given. Analysis of inuence ofStokes and anti-Stokes linear coupling constants based upon calculation of eigenvalues ofmatrixM was performed in phase matching case. Three di�erent regions were obtainedfor di�erent values of j�S j. Coupling constant �A supports exponential increase ofintegrated intensities and suppresses generation of nonclassical light.General analysis of inuence of phase mismatches was performed. They reducecorresponding processes and induce fast oscillations in spatial developement. Quantumstatistical properties of compound modes composed of Stokes and anti-Stokes modeswere investigated. Strong dependence on values of various mismatches was obtained.Nonlinear Stokes mismatch �kS1 can support generation of squeezed light. Linearanti-Stokes coupling can counteract negative inuence of anti-Stokes linear coupling�A and thus supports generation of nonclassical states of light. Nonlinear Stokes andanti-Stokes phase mismatches can partially compensate each other.Acknowledgements This work was supported by the Complex Grant VS96028 ofCzech Ministry of Education and by Grant 202/96/0421 of Czech Grant Agency.References[1] G. Assanto, A. Palma Laureti, C. Sibilia, M. Bertolotti: Opt. Commun. 110 (1994) 599[2] J. Janszky, C. Sibilia, M. Bertolotti, P. Adam, A. Petak: Quant. Semiclass. Opt. 7 (1995)509[3] J. Pe�rina: Quantum Statistical Properties of Linear and Nonlinear Optical Phenomena2nd edn (Dordrecht, Kluwer, 1991)[4] V. Pe�rinov�a, J. Pe�rina: Optica Acta 28 (1981) 769[5] J. Pe�rina Jr., J. Pe�rina: Quant. Semiclass. Opt. 9 (1997) 443[6] J. Pe�rina, J. Bajer: J. Mod. Opt. 42 (1995) 2337[7] J. Pe�rina, J. Pe�rina Jr.: Quant. Semiclass. Opt. 7 (1995) 863[8] J. Pe�rina, J. Pe�rina Jr.: J. Mod. Opt. 43 (1996) 1951[9] N. Korolkova, J. Pe�rina: Opt. Commun. 137 (1997) 263[10] A. Chees, S. M. Barnett: J. Mod. Opt. 43 (1996) 709[11] J. Pe�rina, J. K�repelka: J. Mod. Opt. 38 (1991) 2137


